A general discussion of the forbidden reactions such as p~e+y, p~e+e+e, p+N -+ e+S,p~e+y+y, etc. which would arise from a possible nonlocal structure of the weak interactions is given. It is shown, by a canonical transformation, that the dominating terms of the structure, in an expansion in terms of the inverse of the average intermediate mass, do not contribute to any forbidden reaction. A discussion of the p -e conversion process for a bound p is given, and the rate is calculated for a particular model.
pairs. Though such a structure, if it exists, will be present in all weak processes, it is convenient to confine the discussion of its eGects mainly to the processes resulting from the coupling of the (pp), (ev) pairs. For other processes the presence of strong interactions could make ambiguous the separation of the proper nonlocal effects.
For convenience we shall refer to the direct eGects of the structure on the weak processes as to the primary eGects of the structure. It was first pointed out by that the existence of a structure would also lead to new processes, such as a possible muon decay into an electron and a gamma. Calculations of such a process, assumiiig the intermediate vector meson, were made by 4 by Feinberg, 5 who also estimates the rate for muon decay into three electrons arising from internal conversion of the gamma, and by Ebel and Ernst. ' Another process that will also occur through the structure is the absorption of a negative muon by a proton with the emission of an electron. For a negative muon in a bound orbit around the nucleus the process may occur incoherently on the single protons (and also possibly on the neutrons), and coherently through the direct conversion in the Coulomb field of the bound muon into an energetic electron. We shall refer to such indirect eGects of the structure as to the secondary eGects of the structure.
' T. D. Lee and C. N. Yang, Phys. Rev. 108, 1611 (1957) . ' S. Bludman and A. Klein, Phys. Rev. 109, 550 (1958) . ' N. Byers and R. E. Peierls, Nuovo cimento 10, 520 (1958 The main purpose of the present note will be a general discussion on the secondary eGects of the structure. In Sec. 1 we discuss the general form of the nonlocality. In Secs. 2 and 3 we show that the largest contribution to the vertex does not produce any physical eGect and it only amounts to a redefinition of the electron and muon states. In Sec. 4 we discuss the remaining contributions, and in Sec. 5 we apply the theory to the process of conversion of a bound negative muon into an electron, that would occur as a direct consequence of the existence of a structure.
where p and x are the electron and muon field operators, respectively. We are interested in the general form of E($). Let us suppose that weak interactions are mediated through a coupling of the form Z'= J,(x)C,(x)+H.c. Rev. 109, 193 (1958) .
LIMITATIONS ON THE STRUCTURE
We examine in this section what limitations are imposed on the structure from general requirements. The original nonlocal structure of the muon-decay interaction, specified by a kernel V, produces an eGective muon-electron coupling, specified by a kernel E, simply related to V, as illustrated in Fig. 1 
where a= sr (1+ps) and Sv'"~i s the neutrino propagator.
From (6) and (5) it follows that E($) can be written as
P+m'+is where E is an unknown function. It may also be of interest to report the effective interaction, B', for p -v e+v+v as derived from (3) and (5). In (12) (13) %'[y8+M -p]%' p'F".F"", - (20) as in the absence of the interaction term (11).In other words, the addition of the interaction (11) amounts, up to the erst order, only to a formal redefinition of the electron and muon states, and of course no redefinition of the masses is necessary at this order. Let us write U=1+iU)+iypUp, 
THE ELECTROMAGNETIC VERTEX
The general form of the p~e -y vertex will be A-(k)( l~. l.) (28) where n is the unit vector in the direction of the electron momentum (we use a plane wave for the electron); n and P are Dirac matrices; Gi and Gs are given by
Gi=3im"(r. m)E(r) exp( -ir n4ri") f(r)dr, (29) Gs --p(r) exp( ir nm"-)f(r)dr, -4i"a,s,+-;a,ri. a,gyiX, (25) since the first order term (11) has been eliminated by a canonical transformation, that will not affect the remaining contributions up to the first order in weak interactions. In (25), Brl",i is defined by (26) which can be satisfied by taking for p, ,) the totally symmetric isotropic fourth rank tensor, 8"8, &+8"& i, +a,qa". For the case of an external electromagnetic &eld the Lagrangian (25) can be written as 2" (x) =g'B(pr, ( 6rr4"s+6rri"eF po p4iey. (aF.p/amp)-)x (27).
The term 6444"' in (27) does not give rise to any transition. This is obvious for transitions between free-particle states, and one can see that it is also true for states in the external field by noting most easily that the solutions q (x) and x(x) belonging to the same energy eigenvalue E are the eigensolutions of the same Hermitian operator $p;(a/ax;) y4E iey"A"J-, but -they belong to the two diferent eigenvalues m, and m"and thus they are orthogonal. The vertex from (27) impossibility of producing reliable theoretical estimates for the rates of the secondary reactions, the most convenient way to conclude on a possible structure for weak interactions seems to be a very accurate measurement of the muon-decay spectra, unless the structure originates from very high intermediate manes.
